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SATURATION PROPERTIES OF

IDEALS IN GENERIC EXTENSIONS. I
BY

JAMES E. BAUMGARTNER1 AND ALAN D. TAYLOR2

Abstract. We consider saturation properties of ideals in models obtained by forcing

with countable chain condition partial orderings. As sample results, we mention the

following. If M[G] is obtained from a model M of GCH via any a-finite chain

condition notion of forcing (e.g. add Cohen reals or random reals) then in M[G]

every countably complete ideal on <o, is <o3-saturated. If "o-finite chain condition" is

weakened to "countable chain condition," then the conclusion no longer holds, but

in this case one can conclude that every io2-generated countably complete ideal on

<o, (e.g. the nonstationary ideal) is «3-saturated. Some applications to ^„(wj) are

included and the role played by Martin's Axiom is discussed. It is also shown that if

these weak saturation requirements are combined with some cardinality constraints

(e.g. 2H< > (2K°)+), then the consistency of some rather large cardinals becomes

both necessary and sufficient.

0. Introduction. Suppose 7 is a K-complete (proper) ideal on k and P is a notion of

forcing satisfying the K-chain condition. Then it is well known that 7 generates a

(proper) K-complete ideal on k in the generic extension obtained by forcing with P.

The results we obtain in this paper and its sequel [BT] are motivated by (but not

limited to) the following type of question. For a given cardinal X, what properties of

/ and P guarantee that this ideal generated by / in the generic extension is

X-saturated?

Considerations of this type of question are not new to the literature. For example,

it is shown in [B,] that one cannot always obtain 2Nl almost-disjoint subsets of <o, of

size X,. The proof of this result (which we will greatly generalize in what follows)

actually shows that if I — Iu (the ideal of countable subsets of <o,), and X = (2*°)+

as computed in the ground model, then the answer to the question in paragraph one

is "none". Hence, one obtains the consistency of 7 being w3-saturated while 2K| is

arbitrarily large by simply blowing up the continuum in any model of CH via any

c.c.c. notion of forcing.

Another example of this type of result is the well-known theorem of Prikry [P]

asserting that if X < k and 7 is a X-saturated K-complete ideal on k, then 7 generates a

X-saturated K-complete ideal on k in any X-c.c. generic extension. Hence, for

example, if k is measurable and one blows up the continuum to k via any c.c.c.

notion of forcing, then one obtains a model in which there is an w,-saturated
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2"-complete ideal on the real line. Prikry's result has since been generalized by

Solovay [S] and Kakuda [K]. Their strengthened versions yield the preservation of

(respectively) K-saturation and k+ -saturation of K-complete ideals on k when forcing

with X-c.c. notions of forcing for X < k. For more results along these lines we refer

the reader to [Kun, KP, W, BTW,].

The distinction between the type of results in paragraph two above as opposed to

those in paragraph three is that the former require no large cardinal assumptions,

while the latter of necessity do. This distinction is also what separates the present

paper from its sequel [BT], although supercompact cardinals make a brief intrusion

during the discussions in §5 of this work.

Our notation and terminology is explained in §1, while the main results of the

paper begin in §2. We show here, for example, that if M[G] is obtained from a

model M of GCH via any countable chain condition notion of forcing, then in M[G]

every w2-generated countably complete ideal on w, is w3-saturated. This generalizes

the result in paragraph two above, and the proof provides a rather nice application

of a canonical partition relation.

In §3 we consider some applications of the results in §2 to % (w2). For example,

we prove here that it is relatively consistent with ZFC that 28° is as large as desired

and yet there is a stationary set S E'$a(u2) that cannot be decomposed into N4

pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of S. By way of contrast, we prove here also that

9u(u2) itself can always be decomposed into 2*° pairwise disjoint stationary sets.

Most of the standard c.c.c. partial orderings for enlarging the continuum (e.g.

Cohen reals or random reals) turn out, in fact, to satisfy the a-finite chain condition.

This stronger chain condition assumption yields a rather striking improvement in the

results of §2. For example, we show in §4 that if M[G] is obtained from a model M

of GCH via any a-finite c.c. notion of forcing, then in M[G] every countably

complete ideal on w, is w2-generated, and hence w3-saturated. Some independence

results concerning the number of countably complete ideals on w, follow rather

easily from this.

The problem of simultaneously obtaining some weak saturation requirements (e.g.

the Wj-saturation of Iu ) and some prescribed cardinality conditions (e.g. 28' >

(2K°)+) is discussed in §5, and this is shown to be a large cardinal problem: the

consistency of a supercompact cardinal suffices to construct such a model, while the

existence of such a model implies the consistency of a measurable cardinal.

Comparing the results of §§2 and 4 suggests that maybe the stronger saturation

conclusion (i.e. the w3-saturation of every countably complete ideal on ux) could be

obtained from the weaker chain condition assumption (i.e. the c.c.c. as opposed to

the a-finite c.c). In §6 we use a variant of a partial ordering invented by Galvin and

Hajnal and show that this is not the case. In fact, MAU directly implies that there is

a non-w3-saturated countably complete ideal on w,, while the same conclusion turns

out to be independent of MAU .

Finally, in §7 we discuss some generalizations of our results and we list several

open questions.

We would like to thank the referee for several suggestions that have been

incorporated into the final version of this paper.
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1. Notation and terminology. Our set theoretic notation and terminology is

standard. If A" is a set then ??( X) is the power set of X and | X\ is the cardinality of

X. If Y is also a set then XY denotes the set of all functions mapping X into Y. If A" is

a set and k is a cardinal then

[X]"= {YE X:\ Y\=k)    and    [X]<K = {Y E X:\Y\< k} .

If X is also a cardinal then [X]<K is sometimes denoted by ^(X). Throughout, k, X,

and p will denote infinite cardinals and k will henceforth be reserved for one that is

of uncountable cofinality.

A partially ordered set P satisfies the p.-chain condition (p-c.c.) iff every pairwise

incompatible subset of P is of cardinahty less than p. The w,-chain condition is

called the countable chain condition (c.c.c). P has the ¡i-finite chain condition iff there

is a function /: P -» p such that for each a< ¡i, every pairwise incompatible subset

of /"'({<*}) is finite. The w-finite chain condition is usually called the a-finite chain

condition (a-finite c.c).

An ideal on k is said to be X-complete if it is closed under unions of size less than

X. If / is w, -complete, then / is also called countably complete. Throughout this paper

we use the phrase "ideal on k " to mean one that is countably complete, proper (i.e.

k £ /), and contains all singleton subsets of k. We will occasionally speak of ideals

on index sets other than a cardinal (e.g. %(X)), but the reader should have no

difficulty in interpreting our notation and terminology in these contexts.

If / is an ideal on k, then /+ denotes the sets of positive I-measure; i.e.

I+ = <$(k) - I. If A E I+ , then the restriction of I to A is the ideal I\A = {X E

k: X D A E I). If (Xa: a < k) is a sequence of subsets of k, then the diagonal union

of the sequence, denoted V (Xa: a < k), is defined to be

U {*„- (a+ 1):«<k}.

It is well known (see [BTW,]) that iff: k -» k is a bijection, then V(A"a: a < k) and

V(Ay(a): a < k) differ only by a nonstationary subset of k. An ideal / on k is said to

be normal if it is closed under diagonal unions; equivalently, / is normal iff every

regressive function on a set of positive /-measure is constant on a set of positive

/-measure. 1K denotes the ideal of subsets of k of cardinality less than k and NSK

denotes the ideal of nonstationary subsets of k. Fodor's theorem [F] asserts that if k

is regular, then NSK is a normal ideal on k.

An ideal / on k is said to be generated by the set % iff / is the smallest ideal on k

such that % E I. In this case it is easy to see that I = {Z E k:(3^ G [%]")

(\Z - U6!) |« N0)}. Note that if we say "let I be the ideal on k generated by %,"

then we are asserting that / exists, i.e. that k — U % is uncountable whenever

ty E [%]u. If / is generated by a set % of size X (of size less than X), then we say that

/ is X-generated (< X-generated). Two sets A and B in /+ are said to be I-almost

disjoint iff A n B E I. The ideal / is X-saturated iff every pairwise /-almost disjoint

collection 'S E I+ is of cardinahty less than X. Note that I is X-saturated iff the

Boolean algebra <?(*)// satisfies the X-chain condition. For more background on the

theory of ideals, see [JP, BTW2, T,] or [T2].
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We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of forcing, and our notation

in these matters is reasonably standard. Notice, however, that we write p < q to

mean that p contains more information than q. Hence, a set D C P is dense iff for

every p E P there exists d ED such that d< p. We also generally discuss forcing as

if it is taking place over the universe of set theory V. The reader uncomfortable with

this approach can easily recast these results in terms of a countable transitive model

M of a sufficiently large fragment of ZFC.

2. Positive preservation results for ccc. extensions. Our first few results here

establish some connections between the number of generators of an ideal and its

degree of saturation. The following, for example, shows that the existence of a

non-X-saturated ideal on k requires the existence of an ideal on k that is not

< X-generated.

Theorem 2.1. (a) // every ideal on k is < X-generated, then every ideal on k is

X-saturated.

(b) // k is regular and every normal ideal on k is < X-generated, then every normal

ideal on k is X-saturated.

Proof, (a) Suppose 7 is not X-saturated. If X < cf(K) then IK shows that not every

ideal on k is < X-generated. If X > cí(k) then let (Aa: a < X) be a sequence of

pairwise /-almost disjoint elements of /+ . Let J be the ideal on k generated by the

set {Aa: a < X). Then J is not generated by any set of cardinahty less than X, since

if a E X and A is a countable subset of X — {a}, then Aa ÇZ U {Aß: ß E X].

The proof of (b) is similar, except that IK is replaced by NSK and J is replaced by

the smallest normal ideal containing {Aa: a < X}.

We have been unable to prove the converse of Theorem 2.1(a).

In a preliminary version of this paper we asked if Theorem 2.1(b) could be

strengthened from its present form (in which both the hypothesis and the conclusion

speak about all normal ideals on k) to one that considers only a single normal ideal /

on k. That is, if k is regular and / is a normal ideal on k that is < X-generated, must /

be X-saturated? The answer to this was provided independently by T. Jech [J2] and

A. Kanamori [Ka]. Each provided a model in which NSU is co2-generated but not

w3-saturated. Nevertheless, the following result shows that in certain models of set

theory it does turn out that every X-generated ideal / on k (whether / is normal or

not) is X+ -saturated.

Theorem 2.2. Assume GCH, and let P be a partial ordering with the countable chain

condition. Assume k and X are cardinals such that w < k < cf(X). Then \\-p "If I is an

ideal on k which is X-generated, then I isX+ -saturated."

Proof. Assuming GCH we have the following partition relation (see [B2, Theorem

1] for the case where X is regular and [EHMR, Lemma 15.2] for the general case): if

/: [X+ ]2 -* X then there is Z E X+ such that | Z |= k+ and if a,ß,yEZ with

a<p\y,then/({a,0})=/({a,y}).

Now suppose Ihp "(Ba: a < X) generates / and (Àa: a <X+ ) is an /-almost

disjoint sequence of elements of i+ ". If a, ß < X+ then, since P has the c.c.c, there
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is a countable set X = X(a, ß) E X such that \Vp "Àa n^çU {Èy: y G A"}."

There are at most X" — X such sets X, so by the partition theorem described above,

there is Z E X+ such that | Z | = k+ and if a, ß, y G Z with a < ß, y, then X(a, ß)

= X(a, y). For a G Z let Xa denote the constant value of X(a, ß) for ß E Z with

« < ß. For a G Z let Ca be a term denoting Àa - U {Bß: ß E Xa). Now, for ail

a G Z, \rpCa G /+ , but at the same time, for all a, ß E Z with a ^ ß, \YpCa n Cß

= 0. Since | Z\= k+ and cardinals are preserved under forcing with P, this asserts

the existence of k+ pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of k, which is impossible.

If k = co, and X = co2, Theorem 2.2 can be immediately applied to the ideals /

and NSa .

Corollary 2.3. //GCH holds andP has the countable chain condition, then

(a) ll-j, "Ia is uysaturated," and

(b) lhp "NSUi is w3-saturated."

Proof. Part (a) is clear, and is an old result of Baumgartner [B,]. To prove (b),

simply use the well-known result that if P has the c.c.c, then lhp "Every element of

NS„ is contained in an element of NS^." Since I NS% 1= co,, we have lhp "NSU is

generated by co2 sets."

There are also non-GCH versions of the partition relation used in the proof of

Theorem 2.2 above. For example, it is shown in [Bj, Theorem 1] that if /:

[(2*0+ ]2 -> 2*' then there is a set Z E (28|)+ such that | Z | = K2 and if a, ß, y G Z

with a<ß,y, then f({a,y}) = f({ß,y}). Using this, one obtains the following

preservation result from Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.4. Suppose M is a countable transitive model of ZFC and My

"(2K|)+ = k and I is a countably complete ideal on co,." Then I is (obviously)

K-saturated and, moreover, I generates a K-saturated countably complete ideal on u, in

any c.c.c. generic extension of M.

Loosely speaking, Corollary 2.4 asserts that the (2*')+ -saturation of 7 is preserved

in any ccc generic extension. Of course, for this to be nontrivial one must note that

"(28')+ " is being computed in the ground model.

3. Applications to ÍPW (k). In [J], Jech generalizes the notions of closed unbounded

set and stationary set to ^(X) = [X]<K as follows. A set C E [X]<K is closed if it is

closed under unions of increasing sequences of fewer than k of its elements. C is

unbounded if for every AT G [X]<l£ there exists Y E C such that X C Y. Finally, a set

5 E [X]<K is stationary if 5 D C ¥^ 0 for every closed unbounded set C E [X]<K.

It is easy to see that if /: [k]<u -» k and Cf — {X E [k]u: X is closed under /},

then Cf is a closed unbounded set in [k]u. The following partial converse of this

observation is essentially due to Kueker [Ku]: if C E [k]" is closed unbounded, then

there exists a function/: [k]<u -» k such that C¡ E C. For the sake of completeness,

we sketch the proof. For 1 ss«<tolet«n: [k]"-> Cbe defined by induction on « as

follows. If « = 1, then let «„({*}) be any set X G C such that x G X. Now given

/ G [k]"+1 let hn+x(t) be any set Y EC so that h^(s) E Y for every s Q t with

1 <| s |< «. Now for 1 < « < co define g„: [k]<w -» k as follows: if | s 1= k then let
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g„(s) be the «th point of hk(s) where hk(s) has been enumerated in order-type co.

Define g0(s) = sup(i) + 1, and let r: co X co -> co be any bijection. Finally, the

desired function /: [k]<u -» k is obtained as follows. If j = {xQ,...,xn+x] and

r "'(«) = (p, q), then let/(s) = gp({x0,.. .,xq_x}). It is not difficult to check that/

works.

To put the results of this section in perspective, we mention the following known

decomposition results for stationary subsets of [X]<K. Jech showed in [J] that if k is a

successor cardinal and X s* k is regular, then every stationary set S E [X]<K can be

decomposed into X pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. Thus, for example, if 5 is

stationary in [co2]", and 7 denotes the ideal of nonstationary subsets of [co2]", then

/1 S is not co2-saturated. Diprisco [Di] showed that if k is a regular limit cardinal and

X > k is regular, then [X]<K itself can be decomposed into X pairwise disjoint

stationary sets. Whether or not such a decomposition can be obtained for every

stationary subset of [X]<K in this case is still open, although Baumgartner has shown

(unpublished) that a negative answer implies the existence of 0*.

The following theorem imposes some limitations on any improvements of the

above results.

Theorem 3.1. Assume GCH, and let X = k". Let P be any c.c.c. partial ordering

and let I be a term denoting the nonstationary ideal on [k]u in the extension. Then

lhp "There is a stationary set S E [k]w such that \ S \ = X andl\ S is X+ +-saturated."

Proof. Let S = ([k]")v. Then clearly 151= X. We must check that H-p "S is

stationary." Suppose Ih,, "C E [k]u is closed unbounded." We may assume that/is

such that \\-p "/: [k]<w -> k and C = {X E [k]u: X is closed under/}." Since P has

the c.c.c. there is some g E F such that g: [k]<w -» [k]w and for all s, \rpf(s) E g(s).

Let C = {X G [k]w: Vj G [X]<u g(s) E X}. Then C is closed unbounded in V

and \YPC E C. Thus \YPC n S ^ 0, as desired. But also, if C is such that \\-pC is the

closure of C, then \\-pC E C and C n S = C n 5. Hence

lh    "the nonstationary sets in  V generate I\S."

It follows that lhp "/1 S is X+ -generated" and, by Theorem 2.2, \\-p "/1 5 is

X++-saturated."

Remark. For k = co„, « < co, it is possible to prove in ZFC that there is a

stationary subset of [k]" of power k. For k — co2 we proceed as follows. For each

a < co2 let/„: a -» co, be 1 to 1. If a < co2 and £ < co, let Xat - {ß < a: fa(ß) < |}.

Let S = {A"aí: a < co2, £ < co,}. It is not difficult to see that S is stationary. A

similar approach works for k = co„, « > 2. We do not know whether it is provable

that for k > cou there is a stationary subset of [k]w of power k.

In view of Theorem 3.1, it is natural to ask whether under the same hypotheses we

have lhp "I is X++-saturated." The answer, rather surprisingly, is negative. See

Theorem 3.4 below.

Theorem 3.2. (a) // C is a closed unbounded subset of [co2]w, then there is a

countable set A E co2 such that \ [A]u n C | = 2*°.

(b) If âis a structure of cardinality S2 with countably many relations and operations,

then there is a countable % < & such that % has 2N° elementary substructures.
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Proof. Notice first that (b) simply restates (a). In proving (a), we can assume

without loss of generahty that for some/: [co2]<u -» co we have C — {A" G [co2]u: X

is closed under /). For A E co2 let cl(A) denote the closure of A under /. Now

Z = {a < co2: a is closed under /} is closed unbounded in co2. If a E Z and

cf(a) = co, let (£": n G co) be an increasing sequence cofinal in a and let Aa =

cl((C: n E co}).

If « G co and í G"2 then let s~ /' denote s U {(«, i)}. Now for each s E U „Gu"2,

we will define an ordinal £s and a stationary set Zs E {a E Z: cf(a) = co} such that

(l)-(3) below hold.

( 1) V« G Z,3« G «(I, = «)■
(2) ViVa G Z^V/3 G Zrx (£r0 G ^ and £ri « ¿a).

(3)Vi(Z^UZr, ÇZJ.
This will complete the proof, for if / and g are distinct members of "2 then

cl({£fl„: « G co}) and cl({£g,„: « G co}) are clearly distinct (in fact incomparable)

subsets of A = cl({£s: s E U „ei/2}).

The construction of £s and Z5 takes place by induction on | s |. Given £ä and Zs we

proceed as follows.

First we claim that K— {£<co2:{aGZf:3«(£ = £")} is stationary} has cardi-

nality N2. If not then there is £ such that sup(/T) < £ < co2. For a E Zs, a > £, let

h(a) be the least element of {£": « G co} which is greater than or equal to £. Then «

is regressive so « is constant on a stationary set, contrary to the choice of £. Thus

\K\= S2. Let A" consist of the first co, elements of K. Now for every a G Zs there is

some £ E K' such that £ £ /la. Thus for every l-EK there is tj = g(£) G /T and

stationary Si E {a E Zs: £ G {£": « G co}} such that for every «6S¡ we have

i) G y4a. Hence there is Kx E K, \KX\= S2 such that g is constant on AT,, say

g(Kx) = {r,0}.

But now by a similar argument we can find stationary 7 E {a E Zs: r/0 G {£":

« G co}} and tj, G AT, so that for every a G 7, tj, G Aa. Now let £s~q = r/0,

Éí~i = Ii. Z5~o = ^ and Zrx = Sv¡.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose k s= co2. Then every closed unbounded subset of [k]" has

cardinality k".

Proof. First suppose that k < 2". Then k" = 2". If C C [k]u is closed unbounded

then it is easy to see that there is X Ek, | A"|= K2, such that C D [A"]" is closed

unbounded in [A"]" (in the obvious sense). Now apply Theorem 3.2.

If 2" < k, then for each X E [k]" there is f(X) E C with XEf(X). The map /

has the property that |/"'(T) |< 2K° for each Y E C, so there must be k" distinct

elements of C. Note that only the unboundedness of C was used in this case.

Theorem 3.4. // co2 < k < 2", then there exist 2S° pairwise disjoint stationary

subsets o/[k]w.

Proof. We assume k — co2 and leave the rest to the reader. Let ((Aa, fa): a < 2")

enumerate all pairs (A, f) such that A E [co2]", /: [A]^" -* A and A has 2*° subsets

closed under /. It is easy now to construct disjoint Sß for ß < 2" such that for every
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a and ß there is B E Sß, B E Aa and B is closed under/. Now, by Theorem 3.2, each

Sß is stationary.

In [Me,], Menas conjectures that if k is regular and k < X then every stationary

subset of [X]<K can be split into Xs disjoint stationary subsets. The following

consequence of the results in this section disproves this conjecture, but it partially

affirms it at the same time.

Corollary 3.5. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that 2" is large and the

nonstationary ideal I on [u2]" is not 2"'-saturated, whereas there is a stationary set

S E [co2]w such that I\S is u4-saturated.

Proof. If one begins with a model of GCH and then enlarges the continuum by

forcing with a c.c.c. partial ordering, then the result follows immediately from

Theorems 3.1 and 3.4.

4. Positive preservation results for a-finite c.c. extensions. It turns out that most of

the familiar c.c.c. partial orderings can be used to produce models in which every

ideal on co, is co3-saturated. The reason for this is that they often satisfy the a-finite

chain condition. Note, for example, that this is true of the orderings for enlarging the

continuum with either Cohen reals or random reals.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose 2" = k+ and P has the a-finite chain condition. Then \\-p

"Every ideal on k is k+ -generated and hence k++ -saturated."

Proof. Suppose X > k+ and \\-p "(Àa: a < X) is a sequence of generators for /."

Form a structure 6E = (X U P, m , f, R, £)(<K where < is the ordering on P,

f: P -» co witnesses the a-finite chain condition for P, and R(a, £, p) iff p lh £ E Aa.

Endow 6E with Skolem functions. Let S be a relatively co-saturated elementary

substructure of &; i.e., if F E 9> is finite, then every type over (®, a)„eF which is

realized in 6E is realized in <S. It is well known that there is such <$ with | Ç& | «£ 2" = k+ .

Let X=Xn%. We claim that \\-p "Va G X 37 G [A"]10 D V such that Àa E

U [Aß\ ß G Y}." This immediately yields a set of generators for 7 of cardinality

<K+.

Let a G X. If a G A we are done, so suppose otherwise. Let (a„: « G co) be a

sequence of elements of X such that for each n, an realizes the same type over

(%, cLm)m<n that a realizes. We assert that Ih^,, E U {^«n: n E co}. Suppose p lh £

G Àa. We must find q < p and « G co so that q lh £ G Àa .

Let f(p) = i. Then the statement "3p(f(p) — i and R(a, £, p))" is true of a and

hence must be true of a0. So there is a p0 G ®, definable from a0, such that

p0 lh"£ EÀa and f(p0) — i." If p and p0 are compatible, we are done. If not,

consider the statement "3p(p is incompatible withp0 and/(p) = i and R(a, £, p))."

This is true of a, hence must be true of a,, so there isp, G <$, definable from a0 and

a,, such thatp, is incompatible with p0,/(p,) = i andp, lh £ G Àa . If p, andp are

compatible we are done. If not, we continue in the obvious fashion. This process

cannot go on ad infinitem or /"'(/') would have an infinite antichain, contradicting

the a-finite chain condition.
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The fact that \rp "Every ideal on k is k++-saturated" now follows by Theorem

2.1(a).

It is clear that the proof of Theorem 4.1 will work even for cardinal preserving P

with the co |-finite chain condition. On the other hand, the partial ordering to be used

in §6 shows that Theorem 4.1 cannot be extended even to c.c.c. orderings with the

co2-finite chain condition.

If one begins with a model of GCH and forces MAU2 via the usual ordering, then

an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 yields the following.

Theorem 4.2. It is relatively consistent with MAU2 and 2N° as large as desired that

all ideals on co, are w^-saturated.

In fact, the argument indicated above yields a model in which all ideals on co, are

co2-saturated, 2S° is as large as desired and full MA holds when restricted to

orderings of cardinality at most N2. We will show in §6 that it is also relatively

consistent with MAU that there is a non-co3-saturated ideal on co, and, in fact, that

the existence of such an ideal is a direct consequence of MA   .

Another application of Theorem 4.1 is to the possible number of ideals on co,. If

every ideal on co, is co2-generated, then there can only be 2*2 distinct ideals on co,.

On the other hand, 2s 2 is the minimum such number, for if F is a family of N2

pairwise almost disjoint subsets of co, (and such an F always exists), then distinct

subsets of F generate distinct ideals. If CH holds, then F can be chosen with

cardinality 2s' so there are 22 ' ideals on co,, the obvious maximum number. But if

the continuum is blown up with Cohen reals, then Theorem 4.1 applies and we

obtain the following.

Corollary 4.3. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that the continuum is large,

2«2 < 22 ', and there are only 2*2 ideals on co,. (Of course we can even arrange

2«2 = 2*0.)

5. Applications to saturated ideals and the GCH. The results of the previous section

show that if one starts with a model of GCH and blows up the continuum via Cohen

reals or random reals, then one obtains a model in which every ideal on co, is

co3-saturated. Now it is well known that in the extension one has either 2N° — 2*' or

cf(2*°) = S, and 2S| = (2K°)+ . The question arises as to whether these cardinality

constraints are merely a technical consequence of the particular constructions we are

using, or whether these weak saturation properties really do influence cardinal

exponentiation.

This question has been considered before, and the partial results obtained suggest

it is really the latter that is taking place. For example, Baumgartner [B,] showed that

if 2N° < min{2Kl, Kw }, then Iu is not 2W|-saturated. More recently, Jech and Prikry

[JP], building on work of Ketonen [Ke], showed that under the same cardinality

assumptions as Baumgartner's result, one can also conclude that no ideal on co, is

X-saturated for any X < 2K|. But now, what if 2s» > Su ? Do these weak saturation

properties force 2K° to be the smallest permissible cardinal greater than or equal to

2*'? Our goal in this section is to show that an affirmative answer to this question

lies consistency-wise between a measurable cardinal and a supercompact cardinal.
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Our starting point is the following notion, the inspiration for which is the

well-known "covering lemma" of Jensen [Je]. If M is an inner model of set theory,

then V is said to have the covering property with respect to M iff M is a definable

class (in V) and whenever X is an uncountable set of ordinals (in V), there is a set

Y E M such that A" Ç y and | A" | = | T |. Jensen's covering lemma [Je] asserts that V

has the covering property with respect to L iff 0* does not exist. The relevance of

covering properties to our considerations is shown by the following.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose V has the covering property with respect to a model M of

GCH, and suppose also that either Iu is 2u'-saturated or some other ideal on co, is

^-saturated for some p < 2W|. Then either2*a = 2s' o/-cf(2N») = co, a«c/2N| = (2N°)+ .

Proof. Suppose that 2*' s* (2N°)+ and that if cf(2*°) = co, then 2s' s* (2S»)+ + .

We will show that Iu fails to be 2"'-saturated and that no other ideal on co, is

p-saturated for any p < 2"1. Now, a quick glance at the proof of Theorem 6.1.1 of

[JP, p. 64] shows that all we need establish is the conclusion of Theorem 5.1.1 of [JP,

p. 54]. This asserts that for each regular cardinal p < 2"' there is a "branching

family" f of size p consisting of functions from co, to co, (i.e. if /, g G 'S and f ¥= g

then for some y < co, we have f(a) — g(a) for all a < y and f(a) ¥= g(a) for all

a >y).

To produce the desired branching family, we begin as in the Jech-Prikry proof of

their Theorem 5.1. For notational simplicity, let k = 2" and X = 2"'. Fix a bijection

g: [co,]" -» k and for each A Ç co, define fx: co, -» k by

fx(a)=g(Xna).

Notice that if X ¥= Y and y = inf(AAT) then fx(a) =/r(a) for all a < y and

fx(at) ¥=fY(ot) for all a > y. Since F has the covering property with respect to M we

can choose a set A" E M for each A Ç co, such that | A" | = co, and range(/v) Ç X'

Q K.

Now, suppose first that cí(k) > co, and X > k. Then (cf(K))M > co2 and so, since

My GCH we have |[k]"' D M\= k. But now if p is any regular cardinal such that

k < p < X then there must exist a set Y E M such that | % | > p where % = {X E

co,: X' = Y). It now follows easily that {fx: X E ®} yields the desired branching

family.

Finally, suppose cf(K) = co, and k+ < X. Then | [k]W| D M|< k+ and so we can

proceed as before to obtain the desired branching family.

It should be noted that no strength is lost in the statement of Theorem 5.1 if we

delete the reference to ideals on co, other than Iu . The point is that if some ideal on

co, is p-saturated for some p<2"', then I must be 2"'-saturated. That is, the

enumerating functions for sets in an almost disjoint family in [co,]"' constitute a set

of eventually different functions, and well-known arguments (see [JP]) show that if

one has 2N| eventually different functions mapping co, to co,, then no ideal on co, is

p-saturated for any p < 2N'.

Theorem 5.1 shows that if we have some weak saturation and 2s' is not the

smallest available cardinal > 2*°, then V does not have the covering property with

respect to any model M of GCH. Hence, by Jensen's covering lemma, 0* exists.
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Moreover, recent work of Dodd and Jensen [DJ] shows that if V fails to have the

covering property with respect to the "core-model" K, then there is a measurable

cardinal in an inner model. Since the core model K is always a model of GCH, we

obtain the following.

Corollary 5.2. Suppose that either Ia is 2Ul-saturated or some other ideal on co, is

X-saturated for some X < 2"'. Assume also that 28' > (2S°)+ , and strictly greater if

cf(2K°) = co,. Then there is an inner model of set theory containing a measurable

cardinal.

Having shown that large cardinals are necessary to obtain some weak saturation

while separating 2*° from 2s', we conclude this section by showing that they also

suffice.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose k *£ X < p where k is supercompact, cf(X) > co andcf(}i) > k.

Then there is a generic extension of the universe in which every cardinal > k is

preserved, 2S° = X, 2*' = p and every ideal on co, is u3-saturated.

Proof. Using methods of Silver or Laver (see [M2] and [L]) it is possible to find

an extension Vx of the universe in which k is still supercompact, 2" = p, 2N° = S,

and 2K| = K2. Now, using techniques of Magidor [M,], one can find a further

extension V2 in which cí(k) = co,, k is still a limit cardinal, and no new subsets of co,

are added. Finally, we obtain the desired generic extension by adding X Cohen reals

to V2. Since 2s' — N2 in V2, Theorem 4.1 guarantees that in the extension every ideal

on co, is co3-saturated. The reader can now easily check that in the extension we also

have that 2*° = X and 2*' = 2".

In Theorem 5.3 it is even possible to arrange that k = Su in the extension, by

using the methods of Magidor [M2]. In this case, however, the known possibilities

for 2" are narrowly restricted.

6. Negative preservation results for cc.c. extensions. We showed in §2 that if

M[G] is obtained from a model M of GCH via any c.c.c. notion of forcing P, then in

M[G] every co2-generated ideal on co, is co3-saturated. In §4 we showed that if the

chain condition requirements on P are strengthened from "c.c.c." to "a-finite c.c,"

then one can conclude that in M[G] every ideal on co, is co2-generated and hence

every ideal on co, is co3-saturated. These results suggest two natural questions. First

of all, can we get the stronger saturation conclusion (i.e. the co3-saturation of every

ideal on co, ) from the weaker chain condition hypothesis (i.e. the c.c.c. instead of the

a-finite c.c)? Secondly, does the converse to the first mentioned result above hold?

That is, if P has the c.c.c, then is it the case that in the extension the co3-saturated

ideals on co, are precisely the co2-generated ideals on co,?

In this seciton we answer both questions in the negative by employing a variant of

a partial order constructed by Galvin and Hajnal to show that the countable chain

condition is not equivalent to the a-finite chain condition. Let (A, E) be a graph (i.e.

A is a set and E Q [A]2). Let P(A, E) = {X E [A]<a: [X]2 n E = 0}. The ele-

ments of P(A, E) are usually called independent sets. Now order P(A, E) by setting

x *£ y iff y Ex.
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Theorem 6.1 (Galvin-Hajnal). Let k be a cardinal. Suppose (k, E) is a graph

such that (3a < co,)(V£ < k) {tj < £: {tj, £} G E) has order-type at most a. Then

P(k, E) has the countable chain condition.

Proof. Suppose A E P(k, E) is an uncountable antichain. Without loss of

generality we can assume that the elements of A all have the same cardinality and

that they form a A-system. By subtracting off the kernel of the A-system (the result

of which is still an antichain), we can assume that (ay: y < co,) enumerates A,

(£/: / < «) enumerates ay, and if y, 8 < co, and i < « then £/ < £f iff y < ô. (For

the last clause, apply the partition relation k -» (k, co)2 « times.)

For each y < co, let Xy - {8 < co,: (3£ G ös)(3tj G ay)£ < tj and {£, r/} G E). By

hypothesis Xy is countable. Hence there exists an ordinal ß such that for all y < ß,

Xy E ß and ß > a ■ u (here a • co denotes ordinal multiplication). Fix £ G aß and

i < «. Then B^ = {y < ß: £f < £ and {£/, £} G E) must have order-type at most a.

Thus B = U {/?£,: £ G aß, i < n) must have order-type less than a • co, so there is

o < ß which is not contained in B. But since ß G Xs, it is clear that as and aß are

compatible, contradiction.

Now suppose that k" = k (although a weaker property will suffice; see the

discussion concerning Martin's Axiom immediately following the proof of Theorem

6.2). For each a < co, let @a = (k, Ea) be a graph such that for every £ < k we have

{tj < £: {tj, £} G Ea) has order-type at most a, and such that for every X E k, if X

has order-type at most a then there are arbitrarily large £ such that X = {tj <

£: {tj, £} G Ea). Define § = (co, X k, E) by letting {(a, £),(p\ tj)} G E iff a = ß

and {£, tj} G Ea. (Thus § can be represented as the disjoint union of the Sjs for

a < co,.) An argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 will show that P =

P(co, X k, E) has the countable chain condition.

For the rest of this section we assume that k and P are as above. Before

proceeding with the main result of this section, we offer an alternative way to view P

that makes what we are doing a little more clear. The key to obtaining ideals of the

desired kinds is to add generically a sequence (^4i:£<K>of subsets of co, having

the property that no A¿ is covered by countably many other A 's. The ideals we want

will then be (respectively) the one generated by the pairwise intersections of the A^s

and the one generated by the A('s themselves. A forcing condition will be a finite

piece of information concerning which a's (for a < co,) belong to which A^s (for

£ < k). But in order that the Ac's have the desired property, we need to impose some

additional constraint. The graph § can be regarded as an auxiliary construct

designed for this purpose. That is, we demand that if some condition forces a to be

in both Aç and A , then £ and tj should be independent (i.e. not adjacent) in the

graph. With this motivation, one is easily led to the above stated requirements of the

graphs @a, i.e. that every X E k of order type a is (simultaneously) adjacent to

cofinally many vertices in §a.

Theorem 6.2. (a) Ih^ "There is an ideal on co, that is not K-saturated."

(b) //2*1 = S2 then \\-p "There is an ideal on co, which is (¿^-saturated but is not

generated by fewer than k sets."
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Proof. Suppose G is P-generic over V. Then U G is a maximal independent set in

(co, Xk, E). Working in V[G] let A = {£< w,:(a, £) E ÖG}. Let À( be the

canonical term denoting A(.

Claim 1. Ih/'VA- E [k]wV£ êk-IJ^U {Âv: tj G A}."

Proof. Since P has the c.c.c. every countable X E k in F[G] is contained in some

countable set Y lying in V. Fix such Y and £ G k — Y. Suppose p G P. We must find

q =s p and /3 < co, so that <7 lh ß E Àt - U {A¿ tj G y}. Let the order-type of Y be

a. Choose ß so large thatp E ß X k and a < /?. Find £' so that Y = {tj < £': {tj, £'}

G Eß). Now let q = p U {(/3, £), (ß, £')}. Then 4 works, and the claim is estab-

lished.

Let / denote the ideal generated by the sets À( n Àv £ ¥= tj. By Claim 1,

\rp V£ < k(^£ G /+ ). Thus Ih^ "/ is not K-saturated," and (a) is proved.

For (b), we let / denote the ideal generated by the sets A^ for £ < k. By Claim 1,

\rp "/ is not generated by fewer than k sets."

Suppose p t= (È : y < co3) is an /-almost disjoint family of elements of I+ ." We

seek a contradiction. For simplicity in what follows, we assume p = 0.

Let us call a set A" Ç co, X k closed if for every (a, £) G A" and for every tj < £, if

{(a, £), (a, r/)} G E then (a, tj) G X. By construction of E every countable set is

contained in a countable closed set.

Claim 2. Fix y < co3. There is a set Iy E k such that | Iy \ = co,, co, X Iy is closed,

and for every countable X Ely there is p E co, X 7 and arbitrarily large ß such that

p lh ß E Èy - U {À(: £ G X).
Proof. We will obtain 7 as the union of an increasing continuous sequence

(Xa: a < co,>. Given Xa, find p and ß > a so that p lh ß E By - U {Â(: £ G A"a}.

Choose A"a+, so thatp Ç co, X A"a+, and for some closed set Y we have a X Xa E Y

Ç co, X A0+1.

By Claim 2 and the assumption that 2N| = N2 there is Z E co3 such that \Z\= S3

and {/ : y G Z} forms a A-system with kernel K. Let us call y, ô G Z isomorphic if

there is a bijection/: / -» 7a such that/1 K is the identity and the natural lifting of/

to co, X Iy and [co, X /y]<u satisfies the following.

(1) Vp E [co, X 7y]<w (p G P ifff(p) E P).

(2) Vp G [co, X Iy]<u Vß <ux(p\\-ßEEy iff f(p) WßE Bs).

It is easy to see that the total number of isomorphism types is at most 2s' = S2,

so there must be isomorphic y, 8 E Z with y ¥= 8. Let/: 7 -> /s be the isomorphism.

Now \rpBy D Bs E I, so since P has the c.c.c. there is a countable set A G F such

that \\-pBy n ÈSE U {À(: £ G A}. Let X= (X n /y) U/"'(A" D /s). By constuc-

tion of Iy there is p Ç co, X 7 and ß such that ß is greater than or equal

to the order-type of X and p\r ß E By — U {Àf £ G A}. Note in particular

that p D ({/?} X Â7) = 0. Therefore f(p) D ({/3} Xf(X)) = 0 so (p U /(p)) n

({¿8} X X) = 0. By (2), /(p) lh jß G Ès. If p and f(p) are compatible, then letting £

be such that {tj < £: {(ß, i\),(ß, £)} G E) - X, we have

q=pöf(p)U {(ß,£)} EP    and    q lh ß E (Éy n B4) - U {À(: £ G X],

a contradiction.
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So suppose (a, £) G p, (a, tj) E f(p) and {(a, £), (a, tj)} G E. If £ < tj then since

Is is closed we have (a, £) G co, X Is. But then (a, £)Gco, X K and/is the identity

on (a, £) so (a,£)Ef(p), a contradiction. A similar contradiction is reached if

tj < £. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.

Theorem 4.2 showed that it is relatively consistent with MAU that all ideals on co,

are co3-saturated. Theorem 6.2 yields a further clarification of the role played by

Martin's Axiom as shown by the following.

Corollary 6.3. (a) It is relatively consistent with MAK that non-K-saturated ideals

on co, exist.

(b) The existence of non-u3-saturated ideals on co, is independent ofMAu .

(c) //co3 < k < cow then MAK implies there is a non-K-saturated ideal on co,.

Proof. For part (a) we force first with the P of this section and then force MAK in

the usual c.c.c. fashion. Part (b) follows immediately from part (a) with k = co2, and

Theorem 4.2. For part (c) recall that, as remarked following Theorem 3.1, there is a

stationary (hence unbounded) subset S of [k]" of cardinality k. Now if we construct

the graphs Sa = (k, Ea) with the property that for any X E S, if X has order-type at

most a, then for any finite set F E k there are arbitrarily large £ < k such that

{tj < £: {tj, £} G Ea) = X — F, we see that the resulting version of P(co, X k, E)

still satisfies Theorem 3.2, and it has cardinality k so MAK applies to it.

Theorem 6.2 shows that P forces the existence of a non-K-saturated ideal on co,.

The question of whether or not P forces the existence of such an ideal that is normal

turns out to be more complicated, and its consideration requires a few preliminaries.

If /, g G^'co,, then g eventually dominates f, written /< g, iff {a G co,: /(a) <

g(a)} contains a closed unbounded set. There is a canonical minimal sequence

(/a:a<co2) of functions increasing under eventual dominance, which may be

obtained as follows. For a < co2 let ka: a -> co, be one-to-one. Then let/a(ß) be the

order-type of k~ax(ß) for each ß < co,. It is well known and easy to check that if

a<ß then fa<fß. Moreover, if (ga: a < co2) is an increasing sequence under

eventual dominance, then for every a < co2 we have {ß < co,: fa(ß) < ga(ß)} con-

tains a closed unbounded set, but we will not need this fact.

The sequence (ga: a < co2) is called a scale if for every /: co, -» co, there is some

a < co2 such that / « ga.

Theorem 6.4. (a) If the sequence (/„:«< co2) defined above is not a scale, then \\-p

"There is a normal ideal on co, which is not K-saturated."

(b) Assume 2*' = K2. If(fa: ct < co2) is a scale, then \\-p "Every normal ideal on co,

is u2-generated and u^-saturated."

Proof, (a) Fix/: co, -» co, so that for all a < co2, it is not true that/«/,. If G is

P-generic over V, then in V[G] we define sets A^ for £<k by A%= {a <

co,: (f(a), £) G U G). Let À^ be the canonical term denoting.A¿, and let / denote

the smallest normal ideal containing the sets A¡_ D Áv for £ ^ tj. To show that Ih^, "/'

is not K-saturated," it will suffice to prove the following claim.
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Claim. Ih^VA G [k]w')(V£ G k - X)(A¿ £ v {Àv: tj G A}).

Proof. Since P has the c.c.c every X E [k]W| D V[G] must be contained in some

T G [k]W| n V. Fix such T G [k]"' n V and let (£ß: ß < a) enumerate Y in increas-

ing order. Let Z be a term denoting {y < co,: (V£ < y)(y G ^£{ and k „(f) = Ô)}.

Then Z denotes one possible diagonal union of {À^: £ G Y). Other diagonal unions

may differ from this one by a nonstationary set, but every nonstationary set in V[G]

is contained in a nonstationary set from V. Thus, if N E F is nonstationary, it will

suffice to prove that for £ G k — Y we have \rpÀç ÇZUJV.

Let p E P. Since it is not true that /</,, there is some ß G N such that

S(ß) >Sa(ß) and p ç /3 X k. (We assume f(ß) > ß for all ß.) Now {£t: ka(Ç) < ß)

has order-type/,(/?) <f(ß); hence there is £' such that

{r)<£':{(/(/3),îj),(/(/3),£')}G/i} = {£?:rc(,a)</3}.

Let q=pU{(f(ß),£),(f(ß),£')}. Then clearly q\\-ß E À( - (Z I) N). This

proves (a).

The proof of (b) is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 (with k = co, ), so we

only outhne it. Let (Âa: a<X), â and 'S be as in the latter proof, except that this

time we must choose % to be relatively co2-saturated, and 6£ must be enlarged a little

so that several additional facts mentioned below are expressible in it.

We assert that for every a < X there is/: co, -» 'S n X and nonstationary N such

that/, N G Fand

(O \rÂaE{£:(3V<£)(£EÀf(v))}uN.

Since 2N| = N2 in V, this will prove that / is co2-generated.

Now fix a E X. If a G % D X we are done, so assume not. Let (ay: y < co2) be

such that ay realizes the same type over ("SB, as)s<y that a realizes. For each 8 < co,

let M{a be a maximal incompatible subset of {p G P: p lh £ G Àa). We assume that

& is such that every element of M% is definable in 6B from a and £.

Define g: co, -> co, so that for every £ and every p E M£ we have p E g(£) X k.

Since (/ : y < co2) is a scale, there is y such that N = {£: g(£) ■ co >/y(£)} is

nonstationary. Here again "g(£) • co" denotes ordinal multiplication. Define/: co, -»

SnXso that/(£) = cts, whereky(8) = £. We claim that (1) holds.

Suppose £ G N and q lh £ G Áa. We must show that q lh (3tj < £)(£ G Áf(v)).

There is p G Mg compatible with q, and since p is definable in 6E from a and £ there

is a sequence (ps: 8 < y) such that eachpÄ has the same properties with respect to

(ps,: 8' < 6) that p has. In particular, we must have p - ((£,, /??),.. .,(£„, /?,?)>

where « and the £, are the same for all o. Also, p = ((£,, ßx),.. .,(£„, /?„)) and for

each / (/3,s: /?,° < /?,) is a strictly increasing sequence while (ßf: ßf > /?,) is strictly

decreasing, hence finite.

If (£', ß)EPUq then B, = {ßf < ß: {(£„ ßs),(£', ß)} G £} has order-type at

most £'; hence by the remarks above B — {£: 3/(j8* G /?,)} has order-type < £' • co

< 8(0 • « <£(£). and by definition of/and/y, {S: ¿y(ô) < £} has order-type/y(£)

and so there is 8 such that ky(8) < £ and o G B. But now it is easy to see that

ps U p U ¿¡r is compatible, and this completes the proof.
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By combining the proofs of Theorem 6.2(b) and Theorem 6.4(a) we arrive at the

following theorem. Details are left to the reader.

Theorem 6.5. 7/2N| = S2 and (/,: a < co2) is a scale, then \rp "There is a normal

ideal on co, which is (¿¿-saturated but is not generated by fewer than k sets."

Remark. It is well known that if NSa is co2-saturated, then (/,: a < co2) is a scale.

The converse seems to be open, although it is well known, for example, that <0

implies that (/,: a < co2) is not a scale. It will be shown in [BT] that if NSU is

co2-saturated then \\-p "NSU is co2-saturated," and it follows from [BTWJ that \bp

"Every normal ideal on co, is co2-saturated."

7. Questions. In this section we will discuss several questions suggested by the

results in §§1 through 6. For the sake of clarity we will generally state the simplest

case of the questions we have been unable to settle. As a beginning, let us record an

instance of the remark following Theorem 2.1.

Question 7.1. Suppose that every ideal on co, is (¿¿-saturated. Does it follow that

every ideal on co, is u2-generated1

It is easy to see that many of our results generalize in a natural way to the context

of p-chain condition partial orderings. For example, this is true of Theorems 2.2-2.4,

Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, we are unable to generalize

Theorems 3.2-3.5 to the nonstationary ideal on [k]"'. In fact, it turns out that the

obvious generalization of Corollary 3.3 to cardinals greater than co fails. One can

show much as in Theorem 3.2(a) that if C is a closed unbounded subset of [co3]"',

then there is a set A E [co2]U| such that | [A]"' D C\> 2K°. In a preliminary version

of this paper we asked whether it was provable in ZFC that every closed unbounded

subset of [co3]"' has cardinality max(N3,2N'). The referee kindly supplied us with a

model for the negative answer in which 2N° = Nu and 2N| = Xu +1. Moreover,

recent results of Avraham and the first named author yield the consistency of a

general negative answer. It also turns out that a positive solution is consistent

(assuming the consistency of an Erdös cardinal). These results will appear elsewhere.

Our considerations of saturated ideals and the GCH (§5) bring to mind the

following question.

Question 7.2. Suppose 2K° = 8, and 2 ' = S3. Can one then prove that NSU is not

(¿¿-saturated^.

In Corollary 6.3 we showed that it is relatively consistent with MAK that non-K-

saturated ideals on co, exist, but we were only able to prove that MAK directly implies

this for co3 < k < coM. This suggests two questions (where an affirmative answer to

the first would yield an affirmative answer to the second).

Question 7.3. Is there a stationary (or unbounded) subset o/[Su+,]u of cardinality

Question 7.4. Does MAKfor k = Sw+, imply that there is a non-K-saturated ideal on

co,?

Difficulties also arise in trying to extend Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 to co2-complete

ideals on co2. If one tries to generalize P(A, E) using finite independent sets, then co,

is collapsed, while if countable independent sets are used the co2-chain condition fails
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because of the Milner-Rado "paradox" [MR], which asserts that every a < u2 is the

union of countably many sets, each of order-type less than co?. Hence, we are left

with the following.

Question 7.5. Does there exist an a2-chain condition partial ordering P such that lhp

"There is an u2-complete ideal on co2 that is not u4-saturatedV

If / and {À(: £ < k} are as in Theorem 6.2(a), then the methods of Theorem 6.2(b)

can be used to show that Ih^ "71 Àç is co3-saturated." It follows that if co3 < X < k

and ix denotes the ideal generated by / U {A¿. X ̂  £ < k}, then \YP "ix is X+ -

saturated but not X-saturated." By forcing first with P (with k = co6, say), and then

adding Nl5 Cohen reals we arrive at a model in which 2*° = N,5 and there are

X+ -saturated non-X-saturated ideals on co, iff co2 < X < co6. Also, by adding first (via

countably closed forcing) a Kurepa tree with S4 branches and then proceeding as

above, we can find a model in which 2X° = S15 and there are X+-saturated

non-X-saturated ideals on co, iff co4 < X < co6. This requires noticing first (as in [JP])

that if such a Kurepa tree exists then no ideal on co, can be co4-saturated; and

secondly, in Theorem 2.2 GCH was used only for the partition relation in the proof,

and an appropriate version holds here without GCH. Details are omitted. We do not

know whether the set of X's as above must always be an interval. For example,

Question 7.6. Is it consistent that there are X+ -saturated non-X-saturated ideals on

co j iff X — co2 or X = co4?
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